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Everyone is still talking about marriage in America. Its configuration, cultural
meaning, and exclusivity are fodder for heated public debate and pop culture “reality”
shows. It’s the prized trophy for television daters who survive gruelling weeks of hot
tub hopping. According to revered Johns Hopkins University Sociologist Andrew
Cherlin, Americans value marriage with a gusto rarely found in other western nations.
In his book The Marriage-Go-Round, Cherlin suggests that despite America’s soft spot
for marriage, partnerships are becoming less stable as people divorce and increasingly
choose to cohabit, which is less stable than marriage. Cherlin fears this instability
means people are partnering and re-partnering at a dizzying pace.
This wasn’t always the case. Cherlin retraces the history of marriage in America from
the Plymouth pilgrims to modern Massachusetts. He outlines the role marriage has
played in the social and economic stability of earlier generations. Cherlin argues a
significant change occurred among the young, prosperous, but dissatisfied generation
of the 1960s. This cohort and subsequent generations view marriage through two
cultural models. On one hand, marriage remains the preferred way to live. It is valued
as a permanent relationship with divorce as a last resort. On the other hand, North
Americans also embrace an individualistic cultural model governed by self-interest.
Life is a continuous series of personal choices, and dissatisfaction requires change,
even if this means dissolving a family.
Cherlin argues rapid social change over the last fifty years has prompted this duel
view of marriage, transforming how Americans understand marriage. Married women
have increasingly entered the workforce, while the knowledge-based economy has left
non-college educated men with less economic opportunity reducing the likelihood
they’ll seek marriage. The birth control pill severed sex from marriage and altered
how people approach partnership. According to Cherlin, these forces have transformed
the meaning of marriage from a valued public good, to a matter of private choice.

Cherlin declares, “the postmodern, relationship-based view of marriage has carried
the day.”
While North Americans still value marriage, the cultural shift has resulted in an
increased divorce rate, and prevalent cohabitation and lone-parenthood. Cherlin’s
primary concern is that relationship instability has led to rapid re-partnering of adults
with negative consequences for children.
Social science continues to prove that stable, biological two-parent families provide
the best environment for children. For this reason, Cherlin concludes by cautioning his
American audience to “slow down.” He’d prefer Americans delay childbearing, taking
more time to select mates and develop relationships. He suggests that single parents
give second thought to quickly inviting romantic partners to share their home. To
assist this, he advocates for a policy of economic stabilization to reduce the fiscal
pressures leading to quick re-partnering. As an example he points to an experiment in
Wisconsin in 1997 that ensured that more of the child support payments collected by
the government under the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families program went to
mothers instead of into government coffers. He suggests that seven years later, lonemothers in the experiment were less likely to have a history of cohabiting with a
partner.
Cherlin’s message to slow down requires people to voluntarily mimic the stability that
marriage is meant to provide, without committing to the constraints within marriage
that provide stability. This may prove to be a challenging prospect. Even if Cherlin’s
message takes root, it is based on the hypothesis that instability accounts for poorer
child outcomes among lone-parent and cohabiting families compared to married
parent families. Much evidence supports this, but research shows that family
transitions may not be the only factor accounting for certain child outcomes among
cohabiting and lone-parent families. The fact remains that marriage in the U.S. is
more stable than any other family form, and continues to serve the public good.
What does this all mean for Canadians?
Cherlin does not address marriage in Canada aside from international comparisons.
Canada is perhaps more pluralistic, reflective of the postmodern mindset. Marriage
and parenthood were legally redefined with the legalization of same sex marriage in
2005 building on and solidifying the view of marriage as nothing more than a personal
relationship. Cherlin provides Canadians with an engaging historical-sociological
perspective, reviewing a debate we never had on the role of marriage in society.
Cherlin writes as a dispassionate academic observer. Readers may conjure images of
an ivory tower scholar sipping lattés at the local coffee shop, as he ponders the
possible demise of marriage—something that affects many of us intimately. However,
his somewhat detached observations provide interesting insights. Cherlin provides
well researched insights—worth reading even for those who dispute his conclusions.
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